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ABSTRACT
Recommender systems are acknowledged as an essential instrument to support users in finding relevant information. However,
adapting to different domain specific data models is a challenge,
which many recommender frameworks neglect. Moreover, the advent of the big data era has posed the need for high scalability and
real-time processing of frequent data updates, and thus, has brought
new challenges for the recommender systems’ research community.
In this work, we show how different item, social and location data
features can be utilized and supported to provide real-time recommendations. We further show how to process data updates online
and capture user’s real-time interest without recalculating recommendations. The presented recommendation framework provides
a scalable and customizable architecture suited for providing realtime recommendations to multiple domains. We further investigate
the impact of an increasing request load and show how the runtime
can be decreased by scaling the framework.
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1.

MOTIVATION

In the past decade, there has been a vast amount of research in
the field of recommender systems. Most of that work focuses on
developing novel approaches [22] and improving accuracy [16].
Thus, many well known methods are available, such as ContentBased Filtering [15], Collaborative Filtering [21] or Matrix Factorization [13], all having their unique strengths and weaknesses.
These approaches are traditionally adapted and applied with the focus on a single domain model (e.g., marketplace, hotel, conference,
etc.). However, to support a diverse set of domains is becoming an
important issue for modern recommender systems [12].
In most domains, the prediction task is usually viewed as a twodimensional problem which one needs to solve (e.g., utilizing useritem interactions). But nowadays it is not enough to support multiple domains on the basis of only one common data feature. With
the arrival of the big data era, recommender systems are expected

to analyze a lot of data, to support various data types and to handle streams of new data (i.e., volume, variety and velocity defining the Big Data problem). In such large-scale settings, traditional
recommender systems usually analyze the data offline and update
the generated model in regular time intervals. However, in many
domains, choices made by users depend on factors which are susceptible to change anytime. Lets take a shopping mall for example,
where a user triggers frequent indoor location updates via a smartphone application while moving through the mall. Employing an
offline model update strategy that lasts hours or days may potentially miss the current location context of the user and fail to provide the right recommendations to match user’s real-time demand.
As a consequence, being able to capture user’s real-time interests
is gaining momentum and is currently of high demand [5, 16, 4].

2.

BACKGROUND

Most existing work, which focuses on real-time recommendations (e.g., Netflix [1], Microsoft [17], among others, e.g., [3, 23]),
use offline batch processing frameworks like Apache Hadoop, Mahout or Spark. Other approaches use a relational database system
to provide near real-time recommendations by querying the recommendations from a generated data model [19]. However, to capture
user’s real-time interest, streaming data needs to be processed online, thus needing to tackle the conflicting accuracy, real-time and
big data requirements. For example, recent research from Huang
et al. [5] and Chandramouli et al. [4] goes into that direction by
utilizing a scalable Item-based Collaborative Filtering approach to
provide real-time recommendations.
But, by focusing on the common user-item interactions, additional contextual information is usually neglected. As such, the
research community has also looked into exploiting social or location data (e.g., [2, 13]). In doing so, personalized recommendations using Matrix Factorization dominate the literature. Jamali et
al. [6] predicted ratings using a Matrix Factorization model that
incorporates social relations. Ma et al. [13] improved both Mean
Absolute Error and Root-Mean-Square Error by incorporating social information, using social regularization in two Matrix Factorization models. In general, Matrix Factorization based approaches
need to be retrained, when the data changes. This tends to be timeconsuming, especially in case of frequent data updates where it fails
to capture user’s real-time demand. Furthermore, empirical studies
showed that a large number of factors are needed so that Matrix
Factorization based approaches can deal with sparse data [18].

3.

APPROACH AND METHODS

In this work, we are interested in finding out to what extent different data features (i.e., item, social or location) can be utilized
or even be combined for real-time recommendation. To perform
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Figure 1: Scalability experiment with five recommendation approaches (having the hybrid run the four approaches in parallel), making 325,005 independent recommendation requests to process. The exponentially increasing request loads (simulated by threadpools
that continuously fire requests) are handled in three scenarios: (a) localy with only 1 processing node being deployed, (b) scaling the
framework with 2 distributed nodes, and (c) having 4 distributed nodes to process the incoming recommendation requests.
this task, we rely on data crawled from the virtual world of SecondLife 1 and perform an extensive evaluation in terms of nDCG
and User Coverage [7] of the different content- and network-based
data features. The main reason for choosing SecondLife data over
other sources are manifold, but mainly due to the fact that currently
there are no other datasets available that comprise extensive item,
social and location data of users at the same time. Building up on
these results, the aim is to provide a general framework which can
(1) process streaming data online while providing real-time recommendations, (2) support a multi-domain environment and the corresponding data features, and (3) provide a scalable architecture to
cope with increasing request loads.
Recently, search engines have gained attention in the context of
recommender systems [14]. While the results are promising, they
do not provide explanations and evaluations of how such an approach would perform in a big data, nor in a real-time multi-domain
environment. As such, the aim of this work is to proof the benefits of using search engines to support different data features while
providing real-time recommendations. One issue, however, is that
in this way scalability problems are only tackled on the data side of
the domain. In order to truly be able to support multiple domains,
a recommender framework is needed which can additionally (1) be
customized with domain specific models and approaches, and (2)
cope with an increasing request load a domain could experience.
Using the already mentioned SecondLife dataset, but also a much
larger Foursquare dataset [20], we simulate an increasing recommendation request load which such a framework needs to handle.

4.

OUTCOMES

In [7] we showed to what extent different data features (derived
from item, social and location data) can be utilized for recommending items, low-level and top-level categories. In our results,
we showed that approaches which utilize social data features can
outperform the ones based on item or location features in case of
recommending items. In case of recommending categories, these
differences get substantially smaller and even change in favor to
item and location data. Moreover, our results suggests that combining the data sources should result into more robust recommendations, especially in cases of recommendation tasks on different
levels of specialization (i.e., categories). In a similar fashion, we
also showed in [10] that location data can especially be helpful in
tackling cold-start users which have no interaction data whatsoever.
In [8], we proofed the benefits of using the search engine Apache
Solr 2 to provide real-time recommendations. We showed that a re1
2
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commender system is able to process data updates in real-time and
immediately consider these updates (i.e., user’s real-time interest)
in the recommendation process without the need for recalculations.
In [9] we also presented the first open-source recommender framework based on the Apache Solr search engine. But as previously
mentioned, we considered the scalability issues only on the data
side of a domain, and not within the framework (e.g., handling an
increased request rate). For that purpose, we recently presented
ScaR [11]. ScaR adopts the microservices architecture and was
built with the focus on providing a scalable and customizable architecture suited for providing real-time recommendations to multiple domains. Different domains can run (and scale) the framework in isolated environments. The domain specific data features
and recommendation approaches can be dynamically customized
using a dedicated microservice which synchronizes the change to
all domain-relevant nodes.
To demonstrate ScaR’s scalability performance, Figure 1 reports
a runtime experiment on the Foursquare dataset with an increasing number of request loads. As described in [11], we requested
five different recommendation approaches for 65,001 users, making
it 325,005 independent recommendations requests to process. We
performed this experiment by simulating an increasing request rate
(load) to the system, having 16, 32, 64 and 128 threads simultaneously requesting recommendations. These experiments were then
repeated three times: first having 1 local processing node and then,
scaling it to 2 and 4 distributed nodes. As seen, the local deployment has an exponential increase in the runtime as the load grows.
Such behaviour is somewhat expected as the number of incoming
recommendation requests cause a load spike and the processing
threads consequently cause to much context switching. But, as we
deploy additional nodes, we can see a significant decrease in the
growth of the mean processing runtime when compared to the local deployment, which is crucial in cases when a maximal runtime
needs to be guarantied.

5.

PLAN AND TIMELINE

With respect to the future research workplan, the aim is to further look into feasible strategies to balance the trade-off between
accuracy and runtime in a multi-domain environment. For a thesis
conclusion, the idea is to find out how recent the utilized history
data and the candidate recommendations need to be (i.e., by considering the exact time or a sliding window approach) in order to
even better recommend user’s real-time interest. This would not
only lead to better accuracy but also to a better performance, as
less data will need to be processed.

6.
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